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Can text marketing win you more reservations at a lower cost?

Today 80% of internet users own a smart phone.  
90% never go anywhere without their mobile and on average check 
their mobiles 120 times a day (and every 6 seconds in the evening)! 

That’s why text marketing is winning hands down when it comes to  
delivering sales and exceptional return on investment. 

In fact, on average text marketing gets 8 times the response of email! 

Mobile is changing how your guests want to communicate with 
you, browse the internet and purchase. 

 
This short guide will only take you two minutes to read  
and is packed with quick win sales ideas to try for  FREE:

1. Last minute offers that work

2. How to turn freebies into money

3.  Mobile vouchers to make your guests smile

4. Loyalty cards and discount vouchers

5. Going viral in just one text

6.  Mobile feedback matters

7.  Integrate
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How many ways could you use text to increase  
customer loyalty and win more sales?

2015 is the big year for mobile marketing. Hotels and resorts of all sizes are tapping into the power 
of text to win more reservations, enhance the guest experience, boost online reviews and increase 
extra sales, whilst reducing costs.

Contrary to popular belief, 81%* of users say they are happy to share their mobile number  
with you in exchange for something of value e.g. vouchers, discounts, loyalty offers  
and helpful travel and visitor information.

Already, hotels of all sizes are cashing in on the enormous potential of  
mobile messaging and experiencing a very high return on investment  
with an average seeing 28% ROI.

If you’re not engaging with your guests through their mobiles, you’re  
probably missing out on valuable sales and guest satisfaction.

Integrated into your CMS, CRM, mobile and online  
booking and POS systems, text marketing can offer  
you a fast, lucrative and effective promotional  
channel to reach your guests.

97.5% of people read a text message in the first  
5 seconds that it is delivered. What other channels  
can achieve this?

Read our 7 smart mobile marketing ideas  
to see how you can use text to make more  
money and increase guest satisfaction

*Oftel

81%
of  people  ARE happy  
to  get a text  

from you
Love  your  GUESTS,  

Love  mobile
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Last minute offers
Mobile messaging can give you a new sales channel, save you 
commission fees and offer your hotel the most effective customer 
engagement and relationship tool.

When you need to sell down to the last room (and want to avoid Online 
Travel Agent fees), text gives you the edge to rapidly and affordably 
reach your guests when you need to.

How could text increase your time sensitive sales?

Just by simply sending a short text message you can win those last 
minute room and restaurant sales at incredible speed.

Don’t forget, unlike email, people are constantly checking their phones 
and there is a very, very high chance they will read your offer or receive 
your voucher in time – often within just a few minutes!

Textlocal’s Messenger platform will not only get your exclusive offers 
delivered fast but will allow you to time limit your promotional text to 
ensure your customers do not receive the message after it expires.
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Imagine the response to a

“free appetiser with every meal” 

offer you send to guests,

for instance.

Attaining SMS Opt-in data is crucial to successful  
text marketing. One of the easiest and most effective 
(and very underused!) is to create a VIP Text Offer Club 
for your individual hotel or group.

Think about the popular supermarket reward cards and their enormous 

take up. The majority of shoppers were more than happy to exchange 

a lot of personal data in exchange for exclusive freebies and discounts.

Why not try point of sale, table promotions or your social media 

channels to get your customers to text a shortcode to and join your 

new offer club and receive a free coffee, appetizer or spa treatment?

Not only will you gain a lucrative SMS database but you’ll also have a 

valuable opportunity to build customer loyalty and increase repeat 

business.

Don’t forget, most of your guests have probably already given you their 

mobile numbers and texting them directions, dinner or spa booking 

offers provides a convenient added value experience and enables you 

to up-sell.
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2 Turning freebies into money 
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Everyone loves to be valued, especially your guests.

Think of all the mobile vouchers you could send to your guests to 
make them feel special and valued.

You could try exclusive vouchers for dinner, select beauty packages, 
complimentary spa experience with their next room booking?

What value could texting web links to promotional  mobile web pages  
be in helping you to visually sell in your message and provide additional 
information?

Or why not improve your service and guest experience by offering a 
convenient guest text house manager facility?

Text marketing is about bringing added value to your guests. It’s about 
giving you a rapid communication channel. And it has the potential 
to maximise on all aspects of your guest satisfaction and marketing 
activities.

Love your guests.  
Love mobile  How many ways could you use

text to value your guests

more and win more sales?

We hope you enjoyed your 
trip. As a Thank you have  
a FREE spa treatment on  
us when you next stay.
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Today’s smart phones and advanced text marketing 
features means paper and plastic loyalty cards are soon 
to become a thing of the past.

Rather than keep a wallet full of loyalty cards, your customers can now 
have the convenience of your loyalty card safely stored in their smart 
phones “PassBook”.

Simply scanned by your EPoS system, Textlocal’s Messenger App or 
desktop version, mobile loyalty cards are convenient, affordable and 
offer outstanding repeat business.

Loyalty Matters   

Customer Loyalty 
PassBook

Scanned

COLLECT 
LOYALTY 
POINTS
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Go Viral    
Spread your word in just one text!

Word of mouth marketing couldn’t be quicker or more 
effective with text marketing.

Why not try increasing the number of online customer reviews and social 
media “likes”, “shares” and “comments” by simply texting your guests a 
link to your preferred review website or social media on their departure?

Not only will your guests become your business advocates but extra 
online reviews and social media engagement will help you boost your 
Google search rankings.

You can also spread your message quickly by texting your guests an 
individual unique voucher with a fantastic offer or invite to a special 
event to thank them for their stay and suggest they forward it 
to their friends. In return, you can offer your customers a freebie 
when their friends make a purchase with the unique voucher.

How many people could you reach in just one text? 
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BE SOCIAL
AND SHARE
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Mobile feedback matters
Getting guest feedback is always a challenge. Mobile 
surveys give you a quick, responsive and effective way to 
gain guest feedback. 

Easy to build, people respond much better to instant text surveys and 
you get the opportunity to thank them for their feedback by offering 
them an exclusive offer for their next stay, either at your individual hotel 
at one of your other hotels if you are group with the added bonus of 
winning repeat bookings.

Integrated into your existing systems, collecting  
guest satisfaction feedback has never been easier.
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We hope you enjoyed your 
recent stay. Get 10% off your 
next stay by completing a 
short guest survey.  
Q1. How would you rate...

GATHER GUEST
FEEDBACK TO 

ENCOURAGE REPEAT 
BOOKINGS
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Mobile marketing should be part of your overall  
marketing plan, along with e-mail, direct mail,  
social media and other advertising. 

As well as being part of your promotional mix, text marketing shortcodes 
and keywords can be used as an easy to remember call to action and a 
tracking method for all forms of campaign activity.

With easy integration into nearly all software platforms including CRM, 
EPoS, CMS and other booking and payment systems, getting started with 
a professional text platform couldn’t be easier.

Whatever your chosen marketing methods, track the results you get from 
each channel and see which one is working.

There’s no silver bullet – you need to do a little bit of everything.

Remember the customer is always right, so listening  
& responding to them is crucial for any business.

Integrate    

Campaign 
Activity

TRACK
YOUR

RESULTS
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Why not share me…

Web: www.textlocal.com Email: sales@textlocal.com Tel: 01244 752 299
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Why not try a few 
smart mobile ideas? 

Try text marketing for 
free text HOTEL to 60777
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